MEMORANDUM FOR PERMANENT PARTY

FROM: USAFA/CC

SUBJECT: Stop Movement Policy Impacts

1. The Department of Defense (DoD) and Air Force continue to adjust to the impacts of COVID-19 on PCS moves across the Air Force. As we know, DoD has placed movement restrictions affecting PCS moves thru 30 June. The Air Force has reviewed projected assignments and put out guidance to leadership on how to process a COVID-19 related Exception to Policy (ETP). In short the first general officer in your chain of command will consider an ETP for mission essential reasons at the gaining unit as well as consider any humanitarian/hardship situations that you may be experiencing.

2. Additionally, since COVID-19 will continue to impact household goods shipping capacity, HQ USAF will prioritize all PCS moves. This means that depending on the position you’re going to, your PCS move could slip to the right by 1 to 4 months. AFPC has made approximately 30,000 adjustments to report no later than dates and if you are affected AFPC will contact you thru email.

3. The evolving nature of COVID-19 requires us to be flexible and adaptable. I encourage each of you not to make any commitments, personally or financially, at your new location that may unduly cause a personal hardship that cannot be supported by the limitations JPPSO is experiencing.

4. If you have any questions or concerns, please reach out to your Commander/ Director and/or contact the 10 FSS Military Personnel Flight for guidance.

JAY B. SILVERIA
Lieutenant General, USAF
Superintendent